Mystery School of the Rose

Temple of Isis Ritual III: Collapsing the Timeline
Creating a new agreement with our relationship to Time. Time is an illusion that the collective has agreed upon, yet once we
move into a higher octave of consciousness we can move beyond the constructs of time and space, Quantum Leaping our
dreams into existence. In this Temple of Isis Ritual Practice we understand Time in a new way, collapsing the ‘known’ timeline
and bringing a pure and elevated version of ourselves into manifest form. In this ceremony, we evoke the goddess Lakshmi and
ask her to guide us through a journey of shifting us into deeper abundance consciousness. All of our dreams are possible, the
only thing holding us back is ourselves and the beliefs we hold. In this ritual, we will make a new agreement with Time and
reclaim our abundant nature and our divinity.

HOW TO PREPARE
GUIDE PREPARATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●

temple space
speaker & downloaded playlist
12 candles prepared in a dodecagon shape in the center of the temple
altar & temple items (candles, flowers, divine energies)
an object that symbolizes ‘time’ on the altar (ex: hourglass, watch, angel card of the timekeeper etc)
incense for smudging (palo santo, sage, copal etc)

PARTICIPANT PREPARATIONS:
Prior to our ceremony, take time to inquire who you are becoming, what would you and your life look like if
you were truly living your highest and fullest potential? This is a key part of the preparation for this
ceremony as we will be taking a quantum leap and stepping into this version of ourselves in this ceremonywe are working with TIME and mending our concept around it to 'time travel' into our highest and most
aligned SELF so we can continue to be in fullest service to Ourselves, Mother Earth, our Communities, and
the Awakening Process of Humanity. Once you hold the vision of YOU in fullest power and embodiment, ask
yourself what props, outfit, instrument, setting or tools you may need to fully FEEL your future self in the
present moment (this is a key ingredient of the magic we are doing- so whatever it is that will help you truly
feel and believe that you already ARE your future self, please bring it and have it prepared for our ceremony).
●
●

wear clothing and bring whatever props you need to embody your future self
notebook and pen

RITUAL ROLES:
●
●
●

Guiding Priestess
Curandera
○ Smudge people upon arrival or during the initial words and dropping in
Temple Keeper
○ duties: responsible to prepare the temple with the sacred geometry: 12 pointed dodecagon
in the center of the room with either candles or crystals
○ Prepare the altar

THE RITUAL
1. Purification as one enters the sacred space: smudging (curandera)
2. Guide everyone to sit together in a circle
3. Welcome
●
●

Welcome participants
Bring participants into presence by having everyone close their eyes and take a few long deep
breaths; optional OM. At this moment repeat ‘the prayer to the divine mother’ internally to yourself:
'let me be a sacred vessel.
fill me with divine love.
only from there, I’ll share your prayer.
fill me with your love.'

4. Introduction to the mystery school of the rose & the remembrance of the Temple of Isis ritual practices:
●

●
●

●

●

●

Mystery school of the rose is a school for priestesses who remember their place in the temple. It is a
mystery school of ancient ritual practices from the Temple of Isis evoking the divine feminine energy,
remembrance & leadership to usher in the New Earth.
Formula: remembrance→sovereignty→empowerment→creative expression→leadership
Temple of Isis ritual | collapsing the timeline: creating a new agreement with our relationship to
Time. Time is an illusion that the collective has agreed upon, yet once we move into a higher octave
of consciousness we can move beyond the constructs of time and space, Quantum Leaping our
dreams into existence. In this Temple of Isis Ritual Practice we understand Time in a new way,
collapsing the ‘known’ timeline and bringing a pure and elevated version of ourselves into manifest
form. In this ceremony, we evoke the goddess Lakshmi and ask her to guide us through a journey of
shifting us into deeper abundance consciousness. All of our dreams are possible, the only thing
holding us back is ourselves and the beliefs we hold. In this ritual, we will make a new agreement
with Time and reclaim our abundant nature and our divinity.
Briefing of how the ritual will unfold and flow (one at a time we will hold space for one another to
take the floor and embody their ‘higher self’. Encourage that everyone shows up as authentically as
possible, releasing any fear of being judged by their peers. Encourage that they embody their
‘future/ higher’ self to the point that they feel the emotions of being their idolized future self.
Continue by explaining how the ritual will proceed: Before the person in the spotlight begins, the
rest will form a circle, bring their foreheads together and silently chant ‘sat nam’ the mantra of truth.
Continue until the spotlighted person is ready and states that they are ready at which point
everyone will open the circle, create a half circle and give their full attention to them. The spotlit
person will begin by reading ‘the prayer to time’ and continue with their performance. Once they are
finished the rest hold their hands up towards their sister (palms facing forward) and together chant
‘AWEN’ seven times and then all will bow to their sister in reverence and honour. Then the next
person will go.
Review of temple etiquette:
○ Nobel silence
○ Respect
○ Presence

○

Constant attention on the intention

5. Sharing
●

Open the space to allow each woman, one at a time to share their intention and prayer (emphasize
precision in their share; one sentence)

6. Dance of Receptivity
●

Guide everyone to stand and to start moving, explaining that it is essential that we move our bodies
to create the receptivity of change throughout the whole body (5-7 minutes)

7. Prayer
●
●

Call in in your angels, guides, ancestors and the four directions to protect the space
Connect with gatekeeper Lakshmi to be present, protect and guide the ceremony

8. Collapsing the Timeline
●

●

●

●

Invite the first person to take the stage (use your intuition to select the order of who goes first).
Remind them that they are safe and to fully embody their ‘higher self’ in this moment. While the
first person gets ready, guide the rest of the sisters to form a circle, bringing foreheads together
(third eye to third eye) and chanting ‘sat nam’ silently (the mantra of truth).
When she is ready, she will let the rest know and you as guide, will instruct others to open the
circle, forming a semi circle around her. She begins by saying the prayer to time (see your notes).
She performs her alchemical performance (3-7 minutes depending on how many people are there).
When she has completed her embodiment performance, the rest hold their hands up towards their
sister (palms facing forward) and together chant the spell of completion: ‘AWEN’ seven times and
then all will bow to their sister in reverence and honour. Intuitively feel this moment and when it
feels complete invite the next women to take the stage.
REPEAT until all women have gone

9. Closing Circle
●
●

●
●
●

Have everyone sit down again; drop into presence and proceed with the closing words:
Prayer: thank your guides, angels, ancestors and the four directions for protecting the space and the
ritual. Thank Lakshmi the gatekeeper for being present, protecting, and guiding
○ restate the intention of the ritual and remind everyone that they now embody a new
frequency. Encourage everyone to observe the shifts that begin to happen in their lives and
to trust the process; it may seem disorienting at times as ‘3D self’ catches up with the shift
that just took place.
○ Thank each person for their participation, presence and courage and congratulate each
person for this powerful initiation
Collective OM and declare with this final sacred sound, OM you are closing the portal.
Hold sacred silence and open space for sharing (remember, request concise and brief sharing)
Thank everyone for coming, for sharing and if there is anything you feel is important to impart with
the group before dispersing you may share.

*I often like to celebrate the ritual with a collective potluck; the energy has been held very intensely
throughout the ritual, so an activity that is LIGHT and FUN afterwards is a good idea. It is also a great
moment for people to connect more intimately with others, share their experience and integrate the
experience.

